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Abstract: Craniofacial tissue-engineered techniques have significantly improved over the past 20 

years as a result of developments in engineering and in material science. The regeneration of the 

craniofacial tissue is frequently complicated due to the craniofacial region’s complexity, which 

includes bone, cartilage, soft tissue, and neurovascular bundles. It is now possible to construct tissues 

in the lab using scaffolds, cells, and physiologically active chemicals. For bone repair/augmentation, 

the biomaterials are classified into natural like “collagen, fibrin, alginate, silk, hyaluronate, chitosan” 

and synthetic like “polyethyleneglycol, poly-e-caprolactone, polyglycolic acid” and some bioceramics 

“tricalcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite, biphasic calcium phosphate, and the bioactive glasses” along 

with metals certain (Titanium and Zirconia ) and as this is part of advanced tissue engineering in 

dentistry there are some bioactive restorative materials like mineral trioxide aggregate and biodentine. 

The newer advanced techniques like 3D printed templates present a framework for achieving the three 

pillars of tissue engineering: healing, rebuilding and rejuvenation. The field of tissue engineering has 

recently become interested in 3D printing, also known as “Additive Manufacturing”, which is a 

ground-breaking technique that allows for the printing of patient-specific scaffolds, medical devices, 

multiscale, biomimetic/intricate cytoarchitecture/function-structure hierarchies and multicellular 

tissues in complex microenvironments.Biopolymers use is dependent on meeting the criteria for 

various scaffolds, including mechanical integrity, thermal stability, chemical composition, along with 

biological properties. Researchers have developed a revolutionary 4D bioprinting technique using cell 

traction forces and they are used to develop intricate dynamic structures, smart medical devices, or 

complex human organs. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.3934/bioeng.2019.1.1
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Abbreviations: 3D/3DP: Three-Dimensional printing; CAD: computer-aided design; AM: additive 

manufacturing; 3DP: three-dimensional printing; SFF: solid freeform fabrication; TE: tissue 

engineering; CCTP: collagen, chitosan and tricalcium phosphate; PLGA: Poly Lactic-co Glycolic acid; 

GAG: glycosaminoglycan; CaP: Calcium Phosphate; HA: Hydroxyapatite; MSC: Mesenchymal Stem 

Cell; CS: Chitosan; TCP: Tricalcium Phosphate; BMP: Bone Morphogenetic protein; SF: Silk Fibroin; 

PBS: phosphate-buffered saline; HFIP: hexafluoroisopropano; NFRCs: natural fibers reinforced 

composites; CNC: Cellulose nanocrystal; NFC: Nano fibrillated Cellulose; BNC: Bacterial 

nanocellulose; PEG: Polyethyleneglycol; PCL: Poly-E-Caprolactone; PGA: Polyglycolic Acid; BCP: 

Bicalcium Phosphate; Ti: Titanium; Al: Aluminium; V: Vanadium; PEKK: Polyetherketoneketone; 

HEA: High entrophy alloys; LC: Laser cladding; LAAM: Laser-aided additive manufacturing; LC-

HEACs: Laser-cladded high-entropy alloy coatings; BAG: Bioactive glass; SiO2: Silicon Dioxide; 

Na2O: Sodium Dioxide; CaO: Calcium Oxide; P2O5: Phosphorus Pentaoxide; PEEK: 

polyetheretherketone; PAEK: polyaryletherketone; BTR: Bone tissue regeneration; RM: Regenerative 

Medicine; SMPs: Shape Memory Polymers; SMAs: Shape Memory Alloys; PVA: Polyvinyl Alcohol 

1. Introduction 

The craniofacial skeleton is intricate and enables a variety of functions. The ability to regenerate 

craniofacial structures necessitates thorough understanding of the underlying developmental processes 

and remodeling characteristics [1]. The bioengineering trio, which includes cells, scaffolds and 

growth-stimulating chemicals, is the most essential element [2]. Scaffolds are biocompatible and 

biodegradable, 3D porous biomaterials act as spacers, creating a foundation to connect with cells, 

develop, proliferate as well as migrate and diversify while also acting as a temporary support structure. 

Various traditional fabrication techniques, such as particle leaching, thermal electrospinning, melt 

moulding, phase separation, solvent casting, gas foaming, along with freeze-drying, are frequently 

used for fabricating scaffolds. By eliminating the shortcomings of traditional manufacturing 

techniques and enabling the fabrication of high-quality scaffolds through layer-by-layer stacking 

assisted by computer-aided design (CAD), additive manufacturing (AM), as three-dimensional 

printing (3DP), has been used in the modern world. Without the need of a specific mold or equipment, 

composite scaffolds with uniform thickness are manufactured utilizing a rapid prototyping technique, 

which is rarely referred to as solid freeform fabrication (SFF) [3]. They are also the transport system 

for cells, allowing them to stay in place and be distributed in the area where extracellular development 

is required [4]. 

A good scaffold should be bioactive, with a removal percentage that reflects the rate at which 

new tissues repair [5,6]. The form and size of the implant, chemical reactivity, the technique speed and 

decomposition products of breakdown and the material's potential to stimulate cell-material 

interactions are all elements that contribute to cell activation by scaffolds [7]. Figure 1 encapsulates 

some functions of a scaffold. 
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Bioactivity, physical resiliency and stability, quality of transplantable bone, osseointegration, 

integrity, governed degradation, together with tissue inadequate interstitial fluid flow are all 

prerequisites for tissue regeneration constructs for cartilage along with bone repair in addition to 

maintenance. The finest scaffold for tissue engineering (TE) should replicate extracellular matrix [8]. 

Scaffolds are used to supply biofactors, such as molecules, genes, enzymes, proteins and peptides to 

the construct in order to create bone, blood vessel creation and development. The improved distribution 

of bio factors necessitates closely interconnected scaffolds and permits cellular dispersion, 

vascularization inside scaffolds, whereas obtaining structural stability similar to bone tissue 

necessitates slightly porous scaffolds [9]. Scaffolds must have a high diffusion of water and binding 

ability and in their capacity to take in inflammatory mediators and cellular components, protect them 

and gradually release good growth factors and inflammatory mediators to create the perfect conditions 

for bone repair [10]. Figure 2 and 3 incorporates desirable characteristics of scaffold for successful 

treatment of bone graft and the requirements of scaffolds, respectively. For decades numerous 

synthetic and natural biomaterials for scaffolds have been proposed for various tissue recreation/repair 

(Figure 4). The natural biomaterials can be of human and animal-derived (Figure 5). Synthetic 

polymers pose a major hazard to the environment because they produce trash that accumulates and 

causes plastic particles to be discovered everywhere in the biosphere, including inside living things. 

This encourages scientists to turn to using naturally occurring materials, which don’t have any issues 

with waste disposal [11]. 

Essentially, a composite is a material that is composed of at least two different materials. Inserting 

natural fibres (NFs) is a widespread approach for a range of purposes, particularly in the context of 

sustainable materials, especially when doing so as a reinforcement in composite materials. The 

advantages of natural fibre reinforced polymer composites (NFRPCs), which include low weight, 

biodegradability, affordability, environmental acceptability, commercial availability, recyclable 

materials made from renewable resources, make them sustainable polymers. NFs are produced by three 

major types: animal based, mineral based and natural lignocellulosic fiber. Because cellulose, 

hemicellulose and lignin play a significant role in the structure of NFRPCs, they are more 

environmentally friendly than typical composites. NFRPCs are superior to synthetic fibre reinforced 

composites because they are abundant in nature, durable, have higher mechanical and physical 

qualities due to chemical treatment, can be used in ballistic applications and have little environmental 

effects [12]. 
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Figure 1. Depicts the Function and features of scaffolds which are movements of gases, 

multiplication of cells, enhances cell biomaterial connections, provides vacuum volume, 

new tissue production and it enables attachment. 

 

Figure 2. The desirable characterisctics of a scaffold. 
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Figure 3. Scaffold requirement. 

 

Figure 4. Classifications of biomaterials. 
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Figure 5. Biomaterials used in tissue engineering and regeneration. 

2. Natural biomaterials 

These biomaterials originate from microorganisms, animals and plants. Bio-actuators, 

transmission of genes, controlled medication delivery, tissue regeneration and other applications in 

medicine all use this polymer (polysaccharides and proteins), which has a wide range of functions. 

Based on their origins and production processes, bio-based polymeric materials are divided into three 

distinct classes. The first category contains natural polymers such as proteins, lipids, polysaccharides, 

Chitosan, silk fibroin (SF), collagen, cellulose, gelatin, hemicellulose, alginate, hyaluronic acid (HA), 

fibrin and alginate that are derived from plants or animals [13]. Natural biopolymers have a few 

limitations despite having strong bioactivity, biocompatibility and biodegradability, which include 

poor mechanical qualities, high water solubility, potential immunogenicity, as well as denaturation 

during processing [14]. 

2.1. Collagen 

They are among the core parts of bone which lay out strength and structural stability to the tissue, 

accounting for 89 percent of the organic matrix and 32 percent of the inorganic content [15]. To adjust 

the physicochemical with the mechanical characteristics of the scaffold for the final application its 

routinely changed/cross-linked/coupled with another elements (polymers/ceramics) [16]. 

Real collagen has several benefits like high swelling capacity/cytocompatibility/less 

inflammatory response rate and the ability to produce fibres from aqueous preparations that are 

comparable to those seen in natural tissues [17]. Bioengineering scaffolds built on collagen, chitosan 

and tricalcium phosphate (CCTP) were investigated. A “Poly Lactic-co Glycolic acid (PLGA)” was 

placed in the CCTP template scaffold to increase its regeneration capabilities. In absence of the absence 

of neovascularization in the “Cobalt ion-incorporated bioactive glass/glycosaminoglycan (GAG)” 

template for creating bone substitute were produced, which improves vascular endothelial growth 
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factor production [18]. When inserted ectopically in rabbits, these 3 discrete Calcium phosphates-

collagen-hydroxyapitite scaffolds displayed good tensile strength as well as faster and larger bone 

production than regular Calcium phosphate scaffolds [19]. 

2.2. Fibrin 

Fibrin’s biocompatibility, and intrinsic bioactivity promotes cell migration, proliferation, as well 

as matrix synthesis by the incorporation of platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) with biomolecules 

which have piqued the interest which used for bone augmentation. Initiators like fibrinogen and 

thrombin are emanate from patients’ blood [20]. Fibrin can be employed to improve the behavior of 

cells when they are exposed to other natural polymers. Confluence of mesenchymal stem cell adhesion, 

volume, multiplication, maturation and calcification all enhanced significantly when fibrin was added 

to CS/nano—Tricalcium phosphate composites [21]. The use of fibrin in conjunction with 

osteoconductive ceramics which permits for insertion of growth factors, medicines and metallic 

particles, might lead to the creation of multimodal templates for bone substitute rejuvenation [22]. 

2.3. Alginate 

They are brown seaweed-derived water gel made up of “1,4-linked b-D-mannuronic acid together 

with a-L-guluronic acid”. There are gels as a result of guluronic acid blocks binding to other G blocks 

through cations, mainly calcium ions [23]. They are available in the form of hydrogels, microspheres 

and microcapsules. 

A freeze-drying process was used to create 2 types of polymer biological templates, alginate 

alongside Chitosan and CS along with alginate including fucoidan, both of which are classified as bone 

transplant substitutes [24]. The mechanical strength, oxygenation, cell migration, adhesion, 

proliferation and structural stability of CS alginate hybrid scaffolds were enhanced, and they were 

demonstrated to encourage new bone growth and fast vascularisation [25]. An elevated permeability 

composite scaffold made of alginate and collagen, and hydroxyapatite, solid free from fabricated 

polycaprolactone, bone morphogenetic protein peptide was employed to rebuild bone tissue without 

the usage of a chemical cross-linking agent [26]. 

2.4. Silk 

Silk fibroin (SF) is a fibrous protein and a natural biomaterial is a viable material for a biological 

and medicinal manipulation due to its outstanding bioactivity, harmless, diversified physical properties 

and cell attachment and proliferation capabilities. Silk, an organic polypeptide with excellent 

biological features, can be used as a scaffold for biomedical applications, either alone or in conjunction 

with other materials. Because SF films and fibers have a high potential to facilitate cell adhesion and 

proliferation, they are used as bone substitutes [27,28]. Magnetic scaffolds based on SF/CS revealed 

ideal features, including saturation magnetization behaviour and reduced phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS) absorption as well as degradation, and may thus be employed for creating implantable bone 

substitute [29]. 
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Silk when mixed or based on hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) degrades more slowly and promotes 

pulp tissue development based on water. Tooth stem cells sown on HFIP silk scaffolds, formed 

mineralized tissue, showing that these scaffolds are beneficial in the creation of osteodentine [30]. 

2.5. Hyaluronate 

They area nonsulfated GAG found in connective tissue’s extracellular matrix acts as biological 

template for tissue regeneration and also have advantages like biocompatibility, structural durability, 

proliferation, anti-inflammatory capacity [31] and interact with CD4 receptors to promote wound 

healing and chondrogenesis. 

2.6. Chitosan 

“CS, an untwisted polymer and polysaccharide produced by deacetylation which is incomplete of 

chitin is found in the exoskeletons of crustaceans”. A little amount of emotion is evoked by CS. Fibrous 

encapsulate and a reaction to a foreign body. CS is particularly appealing as scaffold material as it 

encourages adherence and growth of osteoblast cells including the development of bone marrow [32]. 

Pure CS is a second hand for the proliferation of osteoblast, osteogenic cells, mesenchymal stem cells, 

matrix formation and mineralization, osteoconductivity. Additionally, it may be mixed with various 

substances, including polymers and ceramics, to create composite scaffolds with better mechanical 

and biological characteristics. Because various polymers and bioactive substances may be combined 

with CS matrices to produce materials with superior physicochemical and biological characteristics 

[33]. As these composites have specific physical, biochemical, and tensile qualities helpful for bone 

substitute, CS coupled with bioceramics play a major role in bone repair. There is improved 

mechanical strength when CS is combined with nanohydroxyapatite [34,35]. 

2.7. Cellulose 

Cellulose is a renewable, biodegradable, ubiquitous and natural bio-based polysaccaride polymer 

that is created by plants (including bamboo, wood, bast and cotton), algae, tunicates and bacteria 

[11,33]. It has a total biomass production of 1.5 × 1012 tonnes annually. Due to their non-toxicity and 

eco-friendliness, they are employed as sustainable materials in numerous new disciplines like 

biomedicine, medication transport, motor vehicle, electronic devices and structural engineering sectors. 

Cellulose keeps up the cell shape in contrast, a secondary component called hemicellulose serves as a 

medium for connecting cellulose and lignin [36]. 

Cellulose-based natural fibers reinforced composites (NFRCs) also known as “green 

composites”—are made by incorporating different NFs with biodegradable resins along with starch as 

a polymer matrix to enhance the mechanical properties of the green composites. They are used in hand 

lay-up, extrusion, resin transfer moulding, and injection moulding techniques, along with compression 

molding. However, there are several significant disadvantages, including a higher absorption of 

moisture, lower mechanical qualities, incompatibility with the matrix, poor wetting characteristics, as 

well as low resistance to heat which influences their mechanical properties [36]. 

Nanocellulose is produced when bacteria, plant cell walls, or cotton liners are mechanically, 

enzymatically, or chemically separated from the nanoscaled cellulose fibrils and nanocrystals that 
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result. They are classified into Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC), Nano fibrillated Cellulose (NFC) and 

Bacterial nanocellulose (BNC). High elastic modulus (110–220 GPa), tensile strength (7.5–7.7 GPa), 

large specific surface area, ease of surface functionalization, adjustable crystallinity, high degree of 

polymerization, along with excellent chemical resistance are nano cellulose exceptional qualities [36]. 

3. Synthetic biomaterials 

In the second group, bio-based monomers are used to create synthetic polymers utilising various 

ring-opening polymerization or condensation techniques Polyethyleneglycol (PEG), Polycaprolactone 

(PCL), Polyglycolic Acid (PGA), Hydroxyapatite (HA), Tricalcium Phosphate and Hydroxyapatite 

Biphasic Ceramics (Biphasic Calcium Phosphate) polylactic acid (PLA), are some of these polymers [37]. 

3.1. Polyethyleneglycol 

PEG oligomers are made of ethylene oxide. PEG are synthetic and offers the advantages of 

nontoxicity, non immune, resistance to protein absorption, cell adhesion proteolytic degradation,  a 

second hand for growth factor binding, biocompatibility, low immunogenicity and in vivo degradation. 

Due to its resistance to epithelial and peptide adsorption, it is less likely to be recognized by the 

immune response and rejected and is also used in medical applications, surface modification, drug 

delivery and bioconjugation [38]. 

3.2. Poly-E-Caprolactone 

A member of the poly (-hydroxyl esters) family, poly-e-caprolactone (PCL) is a semicrystalline 

material with good mechanical qualities. Its nearly new which is handed down as biodegradable 

polyester for medical implementation in view of the fact of its biocompatibility and biodegradability, 

slower degradation kinematics, resistant to hydrolysis, proliferation and differentiation status of 

encapsulated cells, maintain structural integrity and the flexibility [39]. 

3.3. Polyglycolic acid 

A cyclic glycolide is used as the starting material for the ring-opening polymerization process 

that produces polyglycolic acid (PGA), a hard, thermoplastic aliphatic polyester. Because lactic and 

glycolic acids, the breakdown products of PGA, are biological compounds, PGA is favored in 

medicinal applications. Although PGA possesses excellent characteristics, its biological uses have 

been constrained by its slow disintegration, low solubility in organic solvents [40]. 

3.4. Hydroxyapatite 

The physical morphology, degree of crystallinity and pore of natural and synthetic HA are 

different, both types of HA share chemical properties with bone that contribute to their osteoconductive 

properties. Sr-HA, Mg-HA and Si-HA resorbs slowly, have improved mechanical and biological 

properties for bone repair and augmentation along with coating of implants, and also have improved 

sinterability and enhances densification [41]. 
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3.5. Tricalcium phosphate and hydroxyapatite biphasic ceramics (biphasic calcium phosphate) 

The more stable phase HA as well as the more soluble phase TCP are optimally balanced in the 

biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) idea. Best bone conductive characteristics appeared to be found in 

BCP compounds with around 60 percent of HA and 40 percent of TCP. However, more recently, the 

osteoconductive effects of BCP products with greater -TCP ratios (BCP 60/40 and BCP 20/80) have 

been investigated [42]. The advantages of BCP is osteogenic property, biological stability, alternative 

to autograft, bioactive concept, direct osseointegration and superior property over either of the 

components. Figure 6 demonstrates the flowchart showing the process of bone regeneration. 

 

Figure 6. bone regeneration using TCP and HA. 

4. Metals 

4.1. Titanium 

In dentistry and orthopaedics, titanium is frequently used. “There are 4 grades of commercially 

pure titanium (cpTi) (Grades 1-4) and two grades of titanium (Ti) alloys (Grades V and VI)—Ti6-

Al-4V and Ti-6Al-4V-extra low interstitial alloys”—contigent on the different concentrations of O2, 

N2, H2, Fe and C that affect the material's physical and mechanical properties [43]. The most used 

cpTi grades for making metal-ceramic fixed dental prostheses are graded I and II. Ti-6Al-4V alloy 

is employed in situations where strong mechanical properties are enforced, such as in bone screws 

and plates [43]. 
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The titanium dental implant is anchored in the bone by osseointegration, a direct structural and 

functional link. Implant-tissue interaction and osseointegration are influenced by surface chemistry 

and topography and also inveigled by wettability, plastic strain, the existence of particulates, the 

thickness of the titanium oxide layer, the presence of metal as well as nonmetal composites [44]. 

The mechanical characteristics of the titanium foam are similar to those of human cancellous bone 

at low relative solidity of around 0.20–0.30 [45]. 

4.2. Zirconia 

In the beginning, this material, “which is tooth-colored, was created as endosseous implants for 

bone repair to largely substitute the diminished aesthetic effects of titanium’s dense grey color, which 

are visible through the peri-implant mucosa”. Unfavorable soft tissue issues include anterior maxillary 

and mandibular incisor replacements, gum disease and thin mucosal biotype. Yttrium oxide or a little 

quantity of aluminum oxide can be added to zirconia dioxide to boost its hardness [46]. 

Currently, zirconia is the popular tooth color and the esthetic restorative material, while 

Polyetherethylketone (PEEK) is utilized as a zirconium substitute in dentistry. Due to the three times 

greater antagonist wear than PEEK, the failure rates of zirconia were generally higher. nevertheless, 

zirconia offered the least displacement and had the most higher color stability compared to PEEK 

crowns. The PEEK crowns were a good substitute for zirconia in crown building because to its minimal 

abrasion, superior stress modulation through plastic deformation, and high colour stability [47]. 

4.3. Laser-aided additive manufacturing of high entropy alloys 

Modern materials known as high entropy alloys (HEAs) have exceptional mechanical, physical 

and chemical properties that are unsurpassed by those of traditional alloys. Configurational entropy 

Sconf > 1.5R and at least four elements are required for HEAs. These alloys are made up of four or 

more elements in equiatomic or non-equiatomic fractions, ranging from 5 to 35 for each element, and 

include cobalt-chromium alloys, copper alloys, aluminium alloys, Nickel alloys and Titanium alloys. 

Additionally included in HEAs are alkaline soil elements, transition elements, basic elements, 

refractory elements, nonmetals and metalloids. The three primary types of HEAs are ceramic-based, 

refractory metal-based, as well as 3d-transition metal-based. Laser welding and LC technology are the 

ancestors of Laser-aided additive manufacturing (LAAM) technologies. Without using any part-

specific tools that result in non-equilibrium microstructures and aberrant mechanical characteristics, 

these procedures build complex prototypes incrementally layer by layer [48]. 

Solid mixing, liquid mixing and gas mixing are the three main passages that make up HEAs 

production processes. The liquid mixing method, which includes arc melting, inductive melting, laser 

cladding (LC), laser surface alloying, laser surface remelting and thermal spraying, is the main method 

for creating HEAs [49]. 

Due to its high density of energy, rapid consolidation, little thermal effect on the substrate, low 

dissolution, improved metallurgical bonding, minimal clad geometry distortion, low number of crack 

openings, flexibility when used in fully automated mode, along with potential to create claddings 

alongside nonequilibrium microstructures or better surface qualities like corrosion, oxidation, as well 

as etching, modern, multidisciplinary, non-linear technology referred to as laser cladding (LC) is used 

to alter surfaces. Three categories of LC-HEA coating exist: composite coating, ceramic coating, as 
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well as mettalic coating. Laser-cladded high-entropy alloy coatings contain transitional elements such 

Al, Cr, Co, Mn, Cu, Ni, Fe andand Ti. In LC-HEA ceramic-based coatings, HEA materials are mixed 

with oxygen, boron, or other negatively-charged elements in order to offer ionic or covalent bonding. 

These claddings comprise elements having a high affinity for borides, carbides, or nitrides (Al, Cr, Ti, 

Nb and Zr). Pharmaceutical delivery, oral implants and cardiovascular implants among LC HEAs’ 

medical uses [50]. 

5. Bioactive restorative materials 

5.1. Bioactive glasses 

Knowing that the host commonly rejects inert metal and plastic materials used in amputation 

cases, Larry L. Hench set out to find a graft material that was compatible wit.h the human body. This 

material was found to be a glass that precipitated hydroxyapatite in aqueous solutions and could adhere 

to both hard and soft tissues without being rejected. Originally, BAG was composed 45% SiO2, 24.5% 

Na2O, 24.5% CaO and 6% P2O5. Class A BAGs are mainly comprised of 40–52% SiO2, 10–50% CaO 

and 10–35% Na2O. Most class B glasses have a silica concentration of greater than 60% by weight, 

making them bioinert. Since they are optically transparent, amorphous solids with uneven atom 

structures and brittle materials, such as glass, are also known as supercooled liquids [51]. 

Application of bioactive glasses are in Implant dentistry, In maxillofacial surgery, Dental 

Adhesives, In Periodontics, Bone regeneration, Enamel mineralization, Dentin Hypersensitivity, Bone 

regeneration, Pulp capping, RCT, and Restorative Materials, etc [51]. There are some other bioactive 

resorative materials like Minereal Trioxide Aggregate and Biodentine some of the properties of these 

biomaterials are shown in Figure 7 and some applications of Minereal Trioxide aggregate are shown 

in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 7. Showing properties of Mineral trioxide aggregate and biodentine. 
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Figure 8. Shows the application in dentistry of mineral trioxide aggregate. 

6. Craniomaxillofacial rehabilitation using advanced polymers 

6.1. Bioactive glasses 

The most well-known members of the polyaryletherketone (PAEK) family are 

polyetheretherketone (PEEK) and PEKK. Methacrylate-free thermoplastic high-performance 

materials belong to the PEEK family. The physical, mechanical and chemical properties of the PEKK 

materials are suited for various applications, specially in the biomedical field. In dentistry, they are 

employed as a prosthetic material,  an implant biomaterial  and as abutments, for the creation of 

removable partial prostheses and for the attachments, endodontic post and core, endo crowns, etc. 

Although PEKK is frequently used in prosthodontics and oral implantology, long-term 

monitoring is required because the PEKK framework has not yet shown long-term results [52]. 

7. Graphene-based nanocomposite as a reinforcement material in scaffold 

Graphene, a promising biocompatible Scaffold, is a single or can be few layers of sp2-hybridized 

carbon atoms, and is a 3D porous scaffold that was initially separated from graphite. Surface 

functionalization, concentration, size, along with shape are some of the variables that affect the 

cytotoxicity as well as the biocompatibility of materials belonging to graphene family. Due to its 

increased safety for biomedical applications, the graphene family of materials on the nanoscale were 

thus presented. Graphene can open up a large surface area in the substrate for cell spreading and even 

osteogenic differentiation. For example, 3D graphene foams applied as hMSC growth substrates 

showed they could keep stem cells viable and encourage osteogenic advancement [53]. 
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Calcium Phosphate-Based Materials and the Graphene Family were used in orthopedic or 

maxillofacial surgery, it has long been employed as synthetic bone grafts to fill in regions where there 

are bone defects. Graphene along with chitosan as well as collagen were used as scaffolds in BTR. 

Graphene is employed in guided bone membrane and the drug delivery system [53]. Table 9. Shows 

various biomaterials used for tissue engineering and scaffolds used for regeneration. 

Table 9. Various biomaterials used for tissue engineering scaffold. 

Orign Advantages Disadvantages Polymers Applications 

Natural 

polymers 

Biocompatible, 

biodegradable, 

improved 

cellular 

interaction, 

hydrophilicity, 

antibacterial 

effect 

Lack of 

bioactivity, 

rapid 

degradation 

rate, low 

mechanical 

strength 

Collagen, Fibrin, Silk, 

Chitosan, Alignate and 

Hyaluronan, Cellulose 

Skin, Cartilage, 

Vessels, Heart, etc. 

Tissue scaffold, 

Drugs Delivery, etc. 

Synthetic 

polymers 

Mechanical 

strength can be 

processed, 

biocompatibility, 

favorable barrier 

function 

Slow 

degration rate. 

Hydrophobic, 

low cell 

affinity, poor 

cellular 

response, 

Acidic 

byproduct 

Polyethylenegycol, Poly-

E-Caprolactone, 

Polyglycolic acid, 

Hydroxyapatite, 

Tricalcium phosphate 

Skin, Cartilage, 

Tendon, Bladder, 

Liver tissue 

scaffold, Drug 

delivery, etc 

Metals Biocompatible, 

High barrier, 

dense, too 

strong, Ductile 

May corrode, 

surgical 

removal 

required, 

expensive 

Titanium, Zirconia, 

Stainless steel 

Dental restoration, 

load bearing bone, 

implants, etc. 

Composite Biocompatible, 

biodegradable, 

good in ceel 

adhesion 

Low density, 

high cost, 

shape cannot 

be changed 

easily 

PCL/gelatin, 

PCL/chitosan, 

PCL/gelatin/chitosan, 

Collagen/chitosan 

Cartilage, Skin, 

Nerve, Bone, Blood 

vessel, tissue 

scaffold and Drug 

delivery, etc. 
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8. Challenges and limitations 

Despite significant improvements in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (RM) 

approaches, there are still many difficulties that need to be overcome before successful translation into 

widespread clinical applications can be accomplished. The successful vascularization of TE 

constructions continues to be a significant limiting factor for TE of huge volumes or complete organs, 

even if many potential tissue engineering procedures are built on a foundation of diverse cell types, 

growth hormones and scaffolds. The successful implementation of future vascularization technologies 

will determine whether TE principles can be applied in clinical settings because sufficient perfusion is 

a key determinant for the development along with the host integration of TE constructions [54]. 

The oncologic safety of the materials utilized in TE procedures, like GFs, cell types andand 

scaffolds, needs to be thoroughly examined in subsequent studies as yet another constraint. Another 

restriction of TE/RM is the inability to recreate tissues or organs functionally. Since skin substitutes 

are devoid of dermal appendages like sebaceous glands, hair follicles and neurovascular systems, they 

are unable to replicate fully functional skin layers. To convert functional TE applications, significant 

improvement in all TE fields is still required [54]. 

The conclusions that can be derived from this literature are that there are just a few minor 

variances in study technique with regard to cell types, various scaffolds and defect features. To find 

cell types, scaffolds and growth factors that are very successful for particular therapeutic settings, 

future comparison studies that are more uniformed are required [54]. 

Since 4D printing is still a young technology, there are a number of issues that must be resolved 

before it can be extensively used. The requirement to create novel materials and methods that can be 

applied to the 4D printing process is one of the main obstacles. The ethical and legal ramifications of 

4D printing also raise a number of unresolved difficulties, including considerations of intellectual 

property and liability [55]. 

9. Future perspectives 

The 3D printing of biomaterials and nanotechnology are recent technological developments 

which are particularly beneficial for craniofacial reconstruction [54]. The benefits of 3D printing 

include the ability to control the internal or external 3D architecture of scaffold systems, the ease with 

which scaffolds can be created to precisely match patient compliance as well as requirements, being 

able to make scaffolds out of a wide range of substances, and the capability to predefine scaffold 

architecture in order to control cell behaviour and mechanical response [56].The more well-known 3D 

printing modalities for TE applications are generally regarded as extrusion printing, inkjet printing, 

laser printing and to a lesser extent lithography printing (which has similarities to the laser 3D printing 

modality). Compared to other printers, extrusion 3D printers/bioprinters are the most useful for 

research on bone replacement since they quickly allow the building of larger-scale structures required 

for clinically meaningful tissue topologies. Depending on the materials and hardware features, 

extrusion 3D printers can also be set up to discharge various substances with proven osteoinductive 

capacities, such as CaP injectable pastes, ceramic basesand hydrogels [56]. 

Hi-tech A cutting-edge technique called 4D bioprinting produces customised pieces of complex 

products by processing digital medical images and demonstrates exceptional automation control. The 

overall objective of 4D printing is to produce products that are more adaptable, efficient and versatile 
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than their 3D printed counterparts and that may be able to solve a variety of challenging issues across 

numerous industries [55]. By building and developing 3D cell-laden dynamical structures, this 

technology is advancing and opening up new research directions in the biomedical sectors. The future 

of the biomedical sector is smart polymers and 4D bioprinting technologies. Shape memory, self-

assembly, self-actuating, self-sensing and self-healing are five examples of smart polymers that can be 

found in 4D printed objects. 4D printing technology depicts different aspect of smart materials like 

shape memory polymers (SMPs), shape memory alloys (SMAs), shape memory composites, hydrogels, 

liquid crystals, Magnetorheological fluids, photoresponsive materials, thermoplastic elastomers, 

Thermochromic materials, piezoelectric materials and self healing polymers [57,58]. 

SMAs are one of the smart materials used in 4D printing the most frequently. SMAs are a family 

of intelligent materials that may change shape when heated or cooled and can return to its original shape 

when the temperature changes again. These alloys are made of a combination of metals that have the 

unique capacity to retain their shape, including copper, zinc, aluminium, nickel, titanium, and more [55]. 

Shape-changing smart materials, SMPs, are capable of altering their structure in response to 

environmental factors like pressure, temperature, light and pH. The shape memory effect, which is a 

property of these polymers, allows for the restoration of their original shape following deformation [55]. 

4D printing also employs materials that exploit piezoelectricity. Piezoelectric materials are a class 

of smart materials that can generate an electrical current in response to mechanical stress and may also 

alter shape in response to an electrical current. These substances, like quartz or barium titanate, are 

made of crystals or ceramics with particular crystal structures [55]. 

A class of smart material known as a hydrogel is made up of a web of polymer chains that have 

a high-water absorption and retention capacity. PEG, PVA, as well as alginate are types of the natural 

and synthetic polymers that can be used to create these materials. Depending on their structure and 

content, hydrogels can have a wide variety of mechanical qualities, from soft and flexible to stiff and 

brittle [55]. 

These smart materals are also used in biomedical products such as cardiac patches, stents, 

orthopaedic implants, cardiovascular implants, cardiac TE, cartilage TE, neural TE, actuators, skin 

dressings, biosensors, scaffolds, as well as splints. The potential application of 4D printing in tissue 

engineering is for vascular, nerve and cartilage repairing and reconstruction as well as for various soft 

and hard tissue regeneration and their applications in dentistry is for smart orthodontics, dental 

scaffolds and smart dental implants [57]. 

The future research directions that need to be pursued are as follows: The development of 

innovative multi-stimuli materials, the need for empirical modelling, the enhancement of the 

biocompatibility, interlinking of the vascular tissues, and the commercialization of 4D bioprinting 

technology are all factors [14]. 

The fields of molecular biology, polymer chemistry, molecular genetics, along with materials 

science, robotics, and mechanical engineering will work together in an interdisciplinary manner to 

make further advancements [54]. 
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10. Discussion 

By using 3D constructions that restore both shape and function, TE has introduced new 

discoveries with innovative therapies that entail the regeneration and replacement of tissues and organs. 

Utilising the patient’s own cells, biomaterials, biomolecules and exogenous structures makes this 

possible. 

According to Thrivikraman et al., biomaterials which are employed as biocompatible scaffolds 

which permit the migration along with proliferation, and the differentiation of both internal or exterior 

cells are used for the production of new bone tissue [56]. According to Mijiritsky et al., biomaterials 

are also important for creating a 3D substrate on which cells can multiply, which needs necessary 

growth factors (GF) for each type of cell [59]. 

Building a dental scaffold is challenging, say Shakya et al., because it must fit into a 3D anatomical 

defect and remain temporarily load-free until the anticipated bone neoformation takes place [60]. 

Most often, the best scaffold is developed by amalgamating various biomaterials. The goal is to 

seek the combination of all its essential features, or as an alternative, it is enough to choose one of 

them [56,60]. 

11. Conclusions 

Since the introduction of the idea of tissue engineering, cranial and facial rehabilitation has 

advanced significantly. Numerous substances have indeed been investigated as frameworks to 

encourage the renewal of maxillofacial tissue, including metals and ceramics, natural and synthetic 

polymers and even their mixtures. Medical science, the creation of fresh foundations, manufacturing 

methods and evaluation methodologies are just a few of the directions this discipline is moving. It is 

difficult to regenerate orofacial components since it is necessary to recreate the physiological genesis 

of numerous regions and interactions. The discovery of polymers that support quick self-renewal, the 

establishment of optimizing the process parameters that yield templates with specific architectural 

designs, and indeed the transport of medicinal compounds like antibiotics and growth hormones should 

all be the reference for future study. 
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